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There is nothing like sitting down and reading a good book or story. One Rudyard 6th grader is hoping her work gets more people reading. Annabell Dankert loves to read, and she also loves to write. So ...
Soo Sixth Grader Wins Short Story Writing Contest
Getting that 'Bend starter kit' of outdoor equipment is tougher this year, with gear shortages happening locally and nationally ...
High Desert Horror Story
In this excerpt from the book "Rimfire Revolution," our .22 ammo expert shares a brief history of the .22 short.
Gun History: Everything You Need to Know About How Rimfire Ammo Works is in the Story of the .22 Short
Amazon has expanded self-publishing possibilities for authors with the launch of its new Kindle Vella mobile-first service for short and serialized stories. Amazon started Kindle Direct Publishing, ...
Amazon launches self-publishing service for Kindle short stories, series
Even fantasies are built on a measure of hope, writes Meera Ganapathi in this short story titled Mrs Nischol. It is Part 2 of Firstposts series, Leisure and Loiter.
Mrs Nischol: A short story on love, memory — and a tomato that refused to ripen
But now, BART riders are able to use touchless Short Story Dispensers ... are COVID-safe and touchless—a story is dispensed by simply holding your finger above a sensor—and the stories are printed on ...
A Short Story to Read on BART? These Machines Will Print You One for Free
In her debut story collection, New Yorker editor Clare Sestanovich takes anodyne everyday moments and layers them with meaning and observation for a series of snapshots that reveal a whole world ...
These Short Stories Don't Have Much Plot — And That's Their Beauty
The Herald and publishing firm Mighty Pens teamed up to encourage short story writers with a competition earlier this year. We received well ...
Short story: The Butterfly, Ann MacKinnon
PAPER BIRDS PT. 1 & PT. 2 tells the story of Toto (Archie Yates), a short-sighted child with an exceptional talent for music. With guidance from his grandparents Robert (Edward Norton), a highly ...
Paper Birds Starring Edward Norton
After five years of writing a metro column for the Dispatch, Theodore Decker recommits to tell the stories that matter.
Theodore Decker: After five years as a columnist, a recommitment to telling your stories
Director Sai Selvarajan discusses “Coup d'Etat Math,” a film depicting the ubiquitous struggles many immigrants endure.
Sai Selvarajan Highlights Emotional Immigrant Stories in 'Coup D'Etat Math'
A little-noticed study says government orders to “shelter in place” during the COVID-19 fight did not save lives and actually spurred an uptick in excess deaths in some places, especially overseas.
Shelter-in-place orders didn’t save lives during the pandemic, research paper concludes
But unlike past seasons, only fifteen of the company’s dancers came to perform excerpts of various ballets in a format called “Short Stories ... that there were no paper programs, only ...
NYC Ballet’s ‘Short Stories’ delights in SPAC return
Iliza Schlesinger never planned on falling for a real-life fraud. But she did, and now it's a dramatized Netflix movie.
Iliza Shlesinger’s Lying Ex-Boyfriend Inspired ‘Good on Paper’
Quocirca’s Covid-19 report reveals that 80% of print industry executives see the crisis as an opportunity to innovate and introduce new products and services. Biggest challenge Print Service Providers ...
Covid Success Stories – Companies Grow Print Sales During Lockdown!
To get your proper fill on all the best that the comic has had to offer in her career so far, check out the following list of Iliza Shlesinger movies, shows, and comedy specials available to stream or ...
Iliza Shlesinger: What To Watch Streaming If You Like The Good On Paper Star
Our Monster Hunter Stories 2 combat explanation breaks down the game's mechanics. From attack types to head-to-heads, this primer has it all.
Monster Hunter Stories 2: Wings of Ruin — Combat explanation
Big Little Lies meets John Cheever - A small screen adaptation surely awaits for this steamy Cape Cod saga, written by a former HBO exec ...
The Paper Palace by Miranda Cowley Heller review: Big Little Lies meets John Cheever
You wouldn’t know it by the title of the series, but “Chapelwaite” is based on a Stephen King short story, “Jerusalem’s Lot,” which serves as a prequel of sorts to the author’s very famous novel, ...
‘Chapelwaite’ Trailer: Adrien Brody Stars In Epix’s ‘Salem’s Lot’ Prequel Series
To celebrate the release of its new single “Toe the Line,” Charleston alt-punk band Short Division is holding a release show at Burn’s Alley July 11 with local groups Blue Ricky, Abrevity and Love ...
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